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Strain fluctuations in a real †001‡-oriented zinc-blende-structure surface quantum well
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A theoretical study is presented of effects from strain fluctuations in a surface quantum well~SQW!, which
is composed of a strained zinc-blende-structure layer grown on a~001! substrate. It is found that in analogy to
a zinc-blende quantum well~QW! with buried interfaces there always exist in the SQW a large fluctuating
density of bulk piezoelectric charges and a high random piezoelectric field. However, in contrast to the buried
QW case, roughness at a free surface of the SQW causes random fluctuations in the dilatation, which give rise
to perturbing deformation potentials. The piezoelectric field and deformation potentials supply strong disorder
interactions as new important scattering mechanisms for confined charge carriers in SQW’s. A comparison of
their effects in a SQW and the QW under equal conditions is given.
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In the last years, the two-dimensional electron g
~2DEG! has been formed at a surface of several semicond
tor heterostructures.1–5 The free surface in a surface quantu
well ~SQW! exhibits a distinction from buried interfaces in
quantum well~QW!. Accessibility of one face of a SQW
enables gradual etching of the well width to study the wid
dependence of its observable properties. Moreover, the
surface of a SQW imposes a boundary condition for ela
lattice deformation in the well, which is strikingly differen
from that by a buried interface in a QW.

On the other hand, elastic lattice deformation due to
tice mismatch between various layers of a semicondu
heterostructure is known6 to result in both microscopic ef
fects, e.g., change of the band gap and lifting of the deg
eracy of the valence band, and in macroscopic ones,
piezoelectric field. Therefore, a wide variety of basic prop
ties of a QW is expected to significantly change if its boun
aries are modified, in particular, if a SQW is formed, f
instance, by removing the top barrier layer of the QW
selective chemical etching.4

Up to now, SQW’s have been studied much less th
QW’s and mainly in conjunction with passivation2,3 and op-
tical phenomena.4 A thorough study of diverse physical prop
erties of SQW’s is, therefore, of some interest. The und
standing of them is also of benefit for the modeling of late
quantization effects in etched quantum wires and quan
dots,2–4,7 where the lateral barriers are defined by op
surfaces.8,9

Recently, it has been pointed out10–12that interface rough-
ness in a semiconductor heterostructure causes random
tuations in the strain field. Feenstra and Lutz11 proved that
for Si/SiGe systems strain variations generate random de
mation potentials as a new scattering mechanism, wh
yields much better agreement with experimental data t
the well-known scatterings do. Further, Quang and
workers12 found that for a QW made of zinc-blende mater
strain variations generate a random piezoelectric field. T
field is a new scattering mechanism and offers an accu
way to explain the mobility of strained InGaAs-based QW
which cannot be understood by the well-known scatter
sources.
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Thus, the aim of this paper is to extend our earlier the
of effects due to strain fluctuations in QW’s~Ref. 12! to the
case of SQW’s that are made of zinc-blende material, es
cially grown on a~001! substrate. Thereby, we explore whic
of the above-mentioned disorder interactions exists in
SQW and compare their impacts from a free rough surfac
a SQW and from a buried one in a QW.

To start with, we recall the main arguments for ide
SQW’s, which are composed of a strained zinc-blende la
grown pseudomorphically on a substrate, where the w
thickness is much smaller than the critical one but the s
strate thickness is larger. It is known6 that if the substrate ha
been oriented along a high symmetry direction, e.g.,@001#
and the open surface is assumed to be ideal, i.e., absol
flat, the stress field inside of the well is uniform and biaxi
Accordingly, the strain field is uniform and has no she
components, i.e., with zero off-diagonal ones. Consequen
ideal SQW’s present neither a piezoelectric polarization
any piezoelectric field.

However, as mentioned above, interface roughness
cause drastic modification in the strain field. This turns ou
depend very sensitively on the condition of the interface
be open or buried. Indeed, in a QW with buried interface
fraction of the elastic strain energy in the well is transmitt
during growth to unstrained barriers, so lowering the to
energy of the well, whereas in a SQW with an open surfa
~vacuum or air/well! the surface evolution is dictated by
boundary condition that the surface is traction free.13

The effect from a rough open surface on the stress fi
inside of a well was derived by Srolovitz10 for a medium of
elastic isotropy. With the use of Hooke’s law, the strain fie
within the well is supplied in a crystal reference system
terms of the surface profileDq by the following 2D Fourier
expansion:

exx~r ,z!5e i1e i(
q

qDqe
2qz@~K12!cos2u2K sin2u

2~K11!qzcos2u #eiqr,
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eyy~r ,z!5e i1e i(
q

qDqe
2qz@~K12!sin2u2K cos2u

2~K11!qzsin2u #eiqr,

ezz~r ,z!5e'1e i(
q

qDqe
2qz@~K11!qz2K #eiqr,

exy~r ,z!5
Ge i

8c44
(

q
qDqe

2qz~22qz!sin 2u eiqr, ~1!

eyz~r ,z!5
Ge i

4c44
(

q
qDqe

2qz~12qz!sinuei (qr1p/2),

ezx~r ,z!5
Ge i

4c44
(

q
qDqe

2qz~12qz!cosuei (qr1p/2),

where 0<z<L, with L as the well thickness. Hereafter,r
5(x,y) denotes a 2D position vector in the surface planz
50, z the growth direction, and (q,u) are the polar coordi-
nates of a 2D wave vectorq. The in-plane and normal com
ponents of the strain field in the absence of roughnes
given in terms of the lattice constants of the substrate
well: e i5(as2aw)/aw , and e'52Ke i . The elastic con-
stants of the well areK52c12/c11, and G52(K11)(c11
2c12), with c11, c12, andc44 as its stiffness constants. Fo
simplicity, the interface profile is chosen in a Gaussian fo
with a roughness amplitudeD and correlation lengthL.

It is clearly seen from Eq.~1! that because of surfac
roughness the strain field in SQW’s is fundamenta
changed, subjected to random nonuniform fluctuations in
well. Moreover, it is distinctive of actual SQW’s that th
strain field has nonvanishing off-diagonal components
though grown on a~001! substrate. The strain variations a
found12 to be largest on the surface plane and then de
rather rapidly. Their maximal rms values are

De i~0!5A2~K212K13!ue iu~D/L!,

De'~0!52Kue iu~D/L!, ~2!

exy~0!5eyz~0!5ezx~0!5~G/A8c44!ue iu~D/L!.

We now turn to the study of macroscopic effects fro
strain fluctuations. The nonzero off-diagonal strain com
nents induce a polarization vector inside of the well via
piezoelectric constante14:Pi52e14e jk ( iÞ j Þk), with e jk
given by Eq.~1!. The polarization is then strongly nonun
form in the well and, hence, creates a density of fix
charges according tor(r ,z)52“P(r ,z):

r~r ,z!5
e14Ge i

4c44
(

q
q2Dqe

2qz~523qz!sin 2u eiq•r.

~3!

In contrast to the previous theories,6,14 due to surface
roughness there always exist piezoelectric charges in a
strained zinc-blende SQW even with a~001! substrate. The
15330
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charges are bulklike and randomly distributed within the w
with a zero average density, but a nonzero rms density.
latter is seen to be largest on the surface plane with

r̄~0!55~G/c44!ue14e iu~D/L2!. ~4!

The bulk piezoelectric charges generate an electric fi
The potential energy of an electron of charge2e in the field
may be represented in terms of an integral extended ove
well layer by

UPE~r ,z!5E dr 8dz8r~r 8,z8!v~r 82r ;z8,z!, ~5!

wherev(r 82r ;z8,z) stands for Green’s function of Poisson
equation.

The dielectric discontinuity through vacuum/well surfa
exerts a drastic influence on the electric-field distributio
which is to be involved in terms of image charges.15 Green’s
function of interest is then specified on the semiconduc
side (z.0) by

v~r 82r ;z8,z!5
2e

«L@~r 82r !21~z82z!2#1/2

1
«L21

«L11

2e

«L@~r 82r !21~z81z!2#1/2
~6!

and on the vacuum side (z,0) by

v~r 82r ;z8,z!5
1

~«L11!/2

2e

@~r 82r !21~z82z!2#1/2
, ~7!

with «L as the dielectric constant of the system.
On the substitution of Eq.~3! for the piezoelectric charge

density, Eqs.~6! and ~7! for Green’s function into Eq.~5!,
and with the subsequent use of a 2D Fourier transform of
Coulomb potential,15 we are able to get a 2D Fourier expa
sion for the piezoelectric potential:

UPE~r ,z!52
pee14Ge i

2«L~z!c44
(

q
qDqF~q,z;L !sin 2u eiqr.

~8!

The dielectric constant varies along the growth direction
«L(z)5«L for z.0, and«L(z)5 1

2 («L11) for z,0.
The form factor entering Eq.~8! depends on the wel

thicknessL, fixed on the semiconductor side (z.0) by

F~q,z;L !5E
0

L

dz8~523qz8!e2qz8Fe2quz82zu

1
«L21

«L11
e2quz81zuG ~9!

and on the vacuum side (z,0) by

F~q,z;L !5E
0

L

dz8~523qz8!e2q(z81uz82zu). ~10!
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Next, we are concerned with the strength of the piezoe
tric field. By means ofE(r ,z)52“@UPE(r ,z)/2e#, with
UPE(r ,z) given by Eq.~8!, we may easily argue that the fiel
in question has both in-plane and normal components
though the substrate has been oriented in a high-symm
direction, e.g.,@001#. In addition, both components underg
random fluctuations with a zero average but a nonzero
~see Fig. 2!.

We are now examining microscopic effects, namely,
impact of strain fluctuations on the energy band structure
the system in question. It has been shown16 that the strains
bring about a shift of the band edges of the conduction
valence bands, defined by

DEc5ac

DV

V
,

DEv
75av

DV

V
6Ab2

2
A1d2B, ~11!

with al ( l 5c,v), b, andd as the deformation potential con
stants. The upper and lower signs refer to the heavy and
holes, respectively, and

DV

V
5exx~r ,z!1eyy~r ,z!1ezz~r ,z!, ~12!

and

A5@exx~r ,z!2eyy~r ,z!#21@eyy~r ,z!2ezz~r ,z!#2

1@ezz~r ,z!2exx~r ,z!#2, ~13!

B5exy
2 ~r ,z!1eyz

2 ~r ,z!1ezx
2 ~r ,z!.

Because of strain variations, the volume dilatationDV/V
is subjected to random fluctuations. These produce ba
edge fluctuations as perturbing deformation potentials ac
on the electrons in the conduction band and the holes in
valence one. Inserting Eqs.~1! and ~12! into Eq. ~11! yields

UDP
( l ) ~r ,z!5ale i~22K !(

q
qDqe

2qzeiq•r, ~14!

which describes disorder interactions with a zero average
a nonzero rms potential. The latter is maximal on the surf
plane with

UDP
( l ) ~0!52 uale i~22K !u~D/L!. ~15!

Thus, the impact from a free surface in zinc-blen
SQW’s is similar to that from a buried interface in Si/SiG
heterostructures.11 However, this is quite different from the
influence from a buried interface in zinc-blende QW’s, whe
strain fluctuations produce no random deformat
potentials.12

Finally, we estimate the order of magnitude of the valen
band splitting due to strain variations. By virtue of the ra
domness of the quantitiesDV/V, A, andB, it is suggested to
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replace them with their configuration averages. By definit
dE5^DEv

2&2^DEv
1&, it holds

dE~z!52Ab2

2
^A&1d2^B&, ~16!

where the angular brackets mean the configuration aver
This is also maximal on the surface plane with

dE~0!52ue iu$b2~K11!2@1110~D/L!2#

13d2~G/A8c44!
2~D/L!2%1/2. ~17!

To illustrate the foregoing theory, we have carried o
numerical calculations for a SQW made of In0.2Ga0.8As
grown pseudomorphically on GaAs with a lattice mismat
e i520.0145. The effects from strain fluctuations are to
measured by the rms of the physical properties of interes
a function of the distancez ~in units of the correlation length
L). Numerical results for the QW under equal conditions a
reproduced12 for a comparison.

The maximal rms fluctuations of shear strains in a SQ
with a ratio for the surface profileD/L50.1 are estimated by
Eq. ~2!: exy(0)5eyz(0)5ezx(0)50.59ue iu, while those in
the reference QW are less than 0.28ue iu.

In accordance with large shear strains, the maximal r
density of piezoelectric charges is fixed by Eq.~4! to be high.
For instance, for a SQW withD55 Å, L550 Å: r(0)52.1
31019 e/cm3, while for the QW:r(0)56.331018 e/cm3.

In accordance with a large density of piezoelect
charges, their field is found to be high. For a SQW w
D55 Å, L550 Å, the maximal rms piezoelectric potenti
within the well is 9 meV~see Fig. 1!. The maximal rms for
the in-plane field component within the well is 1.3
3106 V/cm, and for the normal component 83106 V/cm
~Fig. 2!, while that in the QW less than 105 V/cm.

It is worth remarking that at distances rather deep into

FIG. 1. Root-mean-square piezoelectric potentialUPE(z) in a
SQW vs distancez under different well widthsL550 ~solid lines!,
150 Å ~dashed ones!, a correlation lengthL550 Å, and different
ratiosD/L50.1, 0.2.
6-3
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well, the piezoelectric field is still rather strong. For a SQ
of width L550–100 Å, in the region ofz525–50 Å, where
the majority of charge carriers are located, forD55 Å,
L550 Å the in-plane componentEi5106–53105 V/cm
@Fig. 2~a!#. Therefore, 2D excitonic states may be unsta
and two types of electron-hole pair~free and bound! are si-
multaneously present in a SQW.

For a SQW withD55 Å, L550 Å, the maximal rms

FIG. 2. Root-mean-square piezoelectric field strength in
SQW of Fig. 1 vs distancez for ~a! the in-plane componentEi(z)
and ~b! the normal componentE'(z).
tt.

s.

v

d
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deformation potentials are estimated by Eq.~15!: UDP
(c)(0)

519 meV andUDP
(v)(0)53.3 meV. These are of the order o

magnitude of the rms piezoelectric potential.
Disorder interactions have been shown17 to give rise to

2D density-of-state tails, which lead to a broadening of o
tical spectra of the order of magnitude of the rms potentia
The broadening in SQW’s is due to the deformation poten
and the piezoelectric one as well as conventional surf
roughness potential, whereas that in QW’s due merely to
latter two. As seen above, the piezoelectric field in a SQW
remarkably stronger than that in the QW. Therefore, the p
toluminescence linewidth from a zinc-blende SQW is to
much larger than that from the reference QW, which is in
good agreement with the experimental data~four times
larger!.4 Further, inclusion of the former two potentials ma
also offer a way to explain the measured linewidth with
smaller~likely realistic! roughness amplitude than that us
previously in Ref. 4~D512 Å!, when basing on surface
roughness potential only.

Lastly, the maximal rms valence band splitting is fixed
Eq. ~17!: dE(0)5150 meV, which causes an additional re
shift of optical spectra.

The random piezoelectric and deformation potenti
present new scattering mechanisms for confined charge
riers in SQW’s. The mobility calculation reveals that the
are predominant over surface roughness scattering in ra
thick SQW’s with a width greater than 200 Å.

To summarize, in this paper we have demonstrated
strain fluctuations due to roughness at a free surface of z
blende SQW’s create a high-random piezoelectric field e
with a high symmetry growth axis, e.g.,@001#. This is analo-
gous to the case of zinc-blende QW’s.12 However, in differ-
ence from the QW’s with buried interfaces, these also cre
high random deformation potentials.

The disorder effects from strain variations in a SQW a
remarkably larger than those in the QW under equal con
tions. So, the mobility of a QW is expected to drastica
reduce when removing its top barrier to form a releva
SQW.
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